














 member aids disabled kids; 
teaches



































 in Monterey, San Benito 
and Santa 
Cruz
 counties will be able 
to attend SJSU 
classes  in Salinas if a 
proposed
 satellite campus 
is in-




 of local poli-
ticians and SJSU.
 the Salinas Cham-
ber of Commerce has 
pushed since 
1984
 for an off-campus center so 
upper
-division  and graduate students 
can avoid the long 
commute to San 
Jose.
 The counties are
 part of 
SJSU's service area, which also in-
cludes 
pans  of San Mateo County. 
The proposed
 center would com-
plement the area's
 three community 
colleges. Students could 
complete 
their bachelor's or master's degrees 
through 

































































rightfully  so. 
that
 they have
 to spend 
more 

































hooks  to 
campus to 
study  for finals 
should be 
aware  of 
thieves
 who want 
to cash in 
on them. 
The buy-back




 to steal 





Lt.  Shannon 
Maloney.  
Maloney  said 
backpack  thefts on 
campus
 are more 
common  at the 
be-
ginning  and end 





books  they 
contain,"




and  try 
to return 
them to the 
bookstore  for 
money."  
Reports of 
stolen  books and
 back-
packs increase
 at the end of the
 se-
mester during 





















 over the 


















 in his chemistry.
 
Kathleen





























 Mike Lewis 
Daily  staff 
writer  
The 
















accident  involving 
Gary  
Busey,  a 
well-known  














































































































































 without a helmet.
 The 
is a harsh 



















































 his head 
on 
a curb. Busey was 
not wearing a hel-
met. Ironically, he opposed helmet 
















met use by all motorcycle 
riders  was 
vetoed
 by Gov. George 
Deukmejian
 
earlier this year. 
The Los Angeles Times reported 
in an interview with a police 
detec-
tive in Culver 
City,  where the acci-
dent occured. that 
if
 Busey had been 
See HELM FT, hack page 
Helps












 of words, and fists, 
resulted in surgery for an SJSU stu-
dent Saturday morning. 
Brian Morrison, 22. a senior ma-
joring in 
finance,  underwent surgery 
hours after his jaw was broken dur-
ing a fight at a local 7 -Eleven. 
"I never even saw the person who 
hit me," mumbled Morrison,
 whose 
jaw is wired shut for six weeks. 
According to UPD It. Shannon 
Maloney. 
Morrison and some 
friends pulled up to the 7 -Eleven at 
Sixth and San Salvador streets at 
about 2:30 
a.m.  Saturday. When 
Morrison got out of the car. he no-
ticed two feet sticking out of a white 
Datsun 280ZX parked nearby. 
Bob Carrie, an SJSU student who 
was at the scene, said Morrison 
walked
 over to see what was going 
on. The people in the car made some 
comments to Morrison and words 
were exchanged 
as
 he walked toward 
the store. 
That's
 when four men got out of 
the Datsun and surrounded
 Morrison 
in front of the 7 -Eleven, Carrie said. 
As Morrison's friends stepped out 
of the car to help, three of the men 
blocked them from getting to Morri-
son. 
"They were all 
big."  Carrie said. 
"They told us not to move, and we 
didn't."  
The police report 
listed
 descrip-
tions of three of the men as being 
over 6' tall and between 180-220 
lbs. 
According to Carrie, some push-
ing was involved before the four 
men
 started walking back to the car. 
That's when Morrison made
 a com-
ment that triggered a second fight. 
"He said 'you guys didn't hurt 















wanted  to help needy families 
at Christmas time. 
Raffi Nalvarian, 
sales  manager for 
SJSU's 
campus
 radio station KSJS. 
decided 
"to  take the hull by the 
horns 
and  
just  do it.  
Nalvarian
 helped set up a one 
day  







and  Fishes Family Kitchen 
will join forces to gather canned 
goods to be distributed on Christmas 
Day. 
"We will be working outside the 
supermarkets, announcing over the 
air, and promoting that if you would 
like to come 
down  and 
donate,
 you 
can," Nalvarian said. 
Four area P.W. stores are panic -
paling in the seven -hour event. Peo-
ple can donate 
food
 right outside the 
stores. 
On -site donation is simplest, Nal-
varian said, because 
people
 don't 
have to take 
the extra step of deliv-
ering the food. Since they're already 
at the supermarket, they can just buy 
something and 
drop  it in the box, he 
said. 
"This is the first drive of this 
magnitude
 we've ever done," Nal-
varian said. "The entire 
KSJS staff 
is really behind
 this thing." 
Staff 
members
 hope to collect 
over 3,500 
pounds  of food to deliver 
to Loaves and Fishes,
 a non-profit 
organization





















 Martinez, the executive 
director
 for Loaves
 and Fishes, said 
all donations would be appreciated. 
Loaves 
and  Fishes plans to serve 
around
 400 people on Christmas Day 
and to give
 out 100 food 
baskets.  
"We would 
welcome  anything. 







 have a real 
shortage of 
baby food, baby formula
 
and diapers.
 These are the 
kinds of 
things we don't have 
money for in 
the budget." 
The busy holiday shopping 
atmo-
sphere should be  a big help to the 
collection effort, according to Ed 
Vargas, a P.W. 
grocery buyer. 






























































































 It's called wan-
derlust.  
Something 
happens  to me every time 
I hear a 
train whistle in the 
distance. I remember the 
sum-
mer nights as a kid when I'd lie
 on my bed and lis-
ten to the rumble of the I I p.m. 
train  passing 
through the nearby
 railway crossing. 
I'd dream of sneaking
 to the old Hollister depot. 
climbing into a car when no one 
was looking and 
leaving my hometown forever to see the world. 
A 
couple of times I 
did go down 
to the   
depot. Watching
 the 
yardsmen load the cars, 
my courage always 
failed me. I 
never  got 
the 
nerve to board 
a 
freight 




 a cruel 
disease, 
wanderlust. A victim 
like 




ing to be 
somewhere  
else. I can never sit 
still. The world is a busy place, full of wonderful
 
things to do, 
and I want to do a lot. I'm always 
looking for 
adventure.  
Sometimes I'll bike to 
the San Jose Greyhound 
Station and sit in the waiting room that 
reeks  of cig-
arette smoke. 
The buses come in, let their passengers out 
and 
take
 in another load for exciting road voyages to 
San Francisco, 
Los  Angeles, Salinas and Fresno. 
The station
 offers a wealth of character studies: 
the nuns, the hookers,
 the sailors, the business peo-
ple. the Jehovah's 
Witnesses
 distributing their 
"Watchtowers."  I watch the parade of 
passengers,  
amazed by humanity. 
Wanderlust will 
suddenly  strike again and I'll 
go 
back to my bike to cycle around
 the city, wan-
dering
 aimlessly. 
I guess I inherited the disease from my ances-
tors, pioneers who voyaged from England
 to make 
a home in the American wilderness. They
 were a 
restless breed, constantly moving west, never satis-
fied 
with  where they were. 
I think their exploration has something to do 
with survival. 
Complacent
 people are doomed to 
die of stagnation. 
Often I get bored with home, get in my car and 
just go driving. I don't have the vaguest idea where 
I'm going. but I usually find 
myself in interesting 
places, like the hills of New Almaden Quicksilver 
Mines or the 
winding roads in San Jose's western 
mountains.  
Occasionally, wanderlust forces me to 
drive  to 
the San Jose International 
Airport  and watch the 
planes land. I see them 
descend,
 filled with people 
who an 
hour ago were boarding their 
planes  in L.A. 
In the passenger lounge. I watch the excited 
greetings as 
relatives  meet after a long parting. I 
observe the business people who are 
so
 used to 
traveling that their wanderlust has
 dried up. I've 
even fantasized about going to an airline
 ticket 
counter 




Once I drove 
along Highway 1 south of Cannel 
and stopped at one of the vista 
points
 to look out at 
the ocean. In the distance was a freighter, slowly 
moving along the horizon of the silver sea. 
The memory of Jack London's tale "The Sea 
Wolf" 
filled 
my heart and I felt a hunger in my soul 
to one day spend a summer on a freighter. I prom-
ised myself that after graduation I would spend a 
couple
 of months working on a merchant ship. I 
hope I keep
 that promise. 
Perhaps wanderlust is one of the reasons I be-
came a journalism major. A newspaper is the per-
fect place for people blessed with  wanderlust. Re-
porting is exciting work because you never know 
where  it's going to take you. 
I consider myself fortunate to have this incur-







colorful,  eccentric 
people.
 Wanderlust
 lets me see a 


















































































































































Campus needs free -speech talks 
By 
Roy Young 
Roy Young is a professor of political science at 
SJSU.  
Freedom of speech may be one of 
the  most important 
civil rights in the United States.
 Civil rights are so valued 
that the U.S. government
 enacted laws to punish 
those  
who violate 
the civil rights of others. Those laws 
were 
passed  to protect the legal rights of all 
persons,  but par-
ticularly blacks. Today it is ironic to find 
free speech at 
SJSU threatened by some 
persons,  including blacks. 
Witness two recent events 
on campus. 
Alleged 
racial  remarks at a Dukakis rally generated 
complaints that protested what were 
considered  offen-
sive words. The most recent 
occurrence  was an objection 
to art
 displayed in the Art Building, ending with destruc-
tion of the allegedly racist exhibition. Therefore,  not 
only was personal property destroyed, a 
violation  of Cal-
ifornia law, but the artist's civil rights 
were  violated. a 
far more significant act. 
It certainly seems time for the 
University  community 
to think more carefully about 
the meaning of free speech. 
Some might be surprised to 
learn  that courts generally 
consider freedom of speech more important than the 
rights of persons who may be offended by what they be-
lieve lobe racist words. 
Among the many U.S. Supreme Court 
cases involv-
ing free speech, two are 
particularly relevant to these in-
cidents. They are  Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969) and the 
Skokie cases in the late 1970s. 
Brandenburg reversed the conviction
 of the leader of 
a Ku Klux Klan 
group.
 Dressed in Klan regalia in a film 
broadcast on the local television station and on a national 
network, he made a speech which included the words, 
"Personally, I believe the nigger should be returned to 
Africa, the Jew to Israel." Even 
though
 weapons were 
carried by some persons
 listening. the Court 
majority 
said that a government may not "forbid or proscribe ad-
vocacy of the use of force or of law violation except 
where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing 
imminent 
lawless  action or is likely to incite or produce 
such action." Now law can "punish
 mere advocacy" 
and "forbid, on pain of criminal punishment, assembly 
with others merely to advocate the described type of ac-
tion." It certainly seems that saying that a person "gc 
back to Mexico" or "speak English," calling someone a 
"welfare loafer" or "taco -kakis lover" are protected 
under this reasoning. 
Skokie. an 
Illinois
 city with many Jewish residents, 
prohibited the National 
Socialist  Party from doing cer-
tam 
things.
 Forbidden were "parading in the uniform" 
of the Nazi Party. "displaying  the 
swastika,"  and distri-
bution of any materials 
"which
 (intentionally) promotes 
and incites hatred 
against  persons by reason of their race, 
national origin, or religion." A 
federal  appellate court 
opinion, not overturned 
by the U.S. Supreme 
Court,
 




was a federal district 
court's reasoning that 
"it is better 
to allow those 
who preach racial to 
expend their venom 
in 
rhetoric
 rather than to be 
panicked  into embarking 
on 
the dangerous course 
of permitting the 
government
 to de-
cide what its 
citizens may say or hear." 
Those offended by certain 
words need to recognize 
the 
necessity
 of free speech. 
These are not easy issues to resolve. Important inter-
ests and values are reflected by those who favor freedom 
of speech and those who are insulted by certain words. 
That may be an extremely
 wise approach. Does any-
one really want President 
Fullerton or the Academic Sen-
ate proscribing 
what




 about religious speakers who
 are upset when 
anti
-religious  comments are made 
about their views? 
What about those persons 




 Dukakis"? What about a 
group 
which objects to 
a poster of Martin Luther
 King, Jr., 
being displayed in 






















































































offended  by 
certain  









great  deal of 
latitude 









 is the 200th
 anniversary
 of the 
Bill




 on free 
speech would
 be an 
excellent  
way to 
begin  our 

































 and other 
books 
is said to 
have 
frequently  




































 at the 
Spartan  





























 him to 
the 
hospital.  The 
roommate 





 not to 











 him I did 




him  I quoted 









"Fine,"  he 




with  you. I 
only
 wish you 
would  write 
about more 
significant 
issues  rather 
than
 picking on 
people





wondered.  "Am 
I 
supposed 
to write about 
world hunger 
and  the arms 
race 
for a college 
newspaper?"  
As a reporter I 





 writing the truth if it 
involved  them. 
Some
 students approached me last 
winter  and 
told me there were problems in 
the  residence halls. 
Repairs to their rooms were 
slow and they felt 
powerless against the 
housing
 administration, they 
said.  
I interviewed 250 residents
 and wrote what they 
had to say. A small group 
of resident advisers 
objected to the stories 
because
 they thought they 
were portrayed in a bad light. They told me I should 
have taken a more positive approach to the stories. 
How
 does one write  a 
positive  story about 
dorm windows that remain broken for a year 
and a half and resident directors who room 
vehement non-smokers with heavy smokers? 
One of the resident advisers, someone I have 
known for years, calls
 me "Jimmy Olsen" and 
"sensationalist" when I see him. 
He would never 




 most detailed interviews for the stories. 
He asked me not to 
print  his name, but said he 
thought it was very important
 that I write the 
stories. 
People who object to stories
 written about them 
simply
 because they are true
 frequently tell me they 
understand
 journalistic ethics. 
But they also 
frequently
 cite higher values. 
"I know you 
are only trying to do 
your
 job," 
they say. "I know people 
have
 a right to know. But 
YOU






 I write about 
"more significant
 issues" is just one 
such appeal. 
Another often -cited 
reason people ask that
 a story 
be 
held  is that it will "ruin
 someone's life." 
Now, 
the 
truth  can be hard to face, 
especially on a 
newspaper's
 grand scale. But if 
someone is hiding 
information 
that
 could ruin them,
 what does that 
say about their life? 
People say they
 don't deserve
 to have their
 
names  "dragged 
through  the mud."
 Like the 
resident  adviser, 




 they are simply 





 so afraid 
of




 face the truth 
about  themselves,
 but refuse to 
let 
other  people see 
that side of them?
 
Journalists  may 





 the field write





 sources to 
expect 




























who  shoot 
each 








































































makes  you 
feel 
lousy  
about  the 































has  been 





lead to a bad  reputation 
Editor,
 
It was a Wednesday. I 
was walking back to my car 
with my friend when I was 
approached
 by a reporter for 
the Spartan Daily. He asked if I 
would  kindly reply to a 
very 
controversial
 question concerning Yasser 
Arafat. 
He specifically 
stated  that if I didn't understand what he 
was talking
 
about  to be 
on my way, inferring that I was 
probably
 ignorant.  I answered the
 
question  quite 
skil-
lfully and had my picture taken to appear in the Talking 
Heads section of the 
highly respected Spartan Daily 
(Thursday.
 Dec. 1). 
Overcome with emotion at my verbal 
gymnastics.
 
my friend Elizabeth was 
unable  to speak. Her reaction 
made 
me
 wonder about the effect on the rest of the stu-
dents. My night was spent psyching up for the cheers and 
adoration I would receive upon my arrival 
on campus in 
the morning. Sleep was difficult so I 
rehearsed  an im-
promptu speech in order to quell future
 demands for 
more  pearls of wisdom. 
I awoke early the next morning
 and got ready as fast 
as possible. I rushed to the campus where
 I would soon 
he a recognized political genius. Running to the 
nearest  
Spartan Daily dispenser I grabbed a copy and quickly 
opened to 
the Talking Heads 
section.  To my dismay, 
I 
could not see my picture.
 "I have been robbed," I 
cried.
 
I looked again to 
see if a mistake had been
 made. The 
picture
 of me was not there, yet
 my eye was caught by 
what looked like my 
name.  Sure enough, there it was, 
Kevin
 Eck, sophomore, Public Relations. 
"Boy,  I must 
take
 a lousy picture," I said 
aloud.  "I don't even look 
like myself." 
Upon
 closer inspection. I realized it wasn't 
me 
I was amazed that some guy with the same name had 
answered 
the question exactly as I had. "What a coin-
cidence,"
 I thought. 
Maybe he was masquerading as me. Apparently im-
pressed with my thought process he was going to try to 
steal my thunder. I guessed that he had slyly slipped his 
picture in place of mine and at this 
very moment was 
reaping the adulation of the students of 
SJSU. "That 
must
 have been 





have made such a 
ghastly
 error. 














and  the caption  
reading,
 "Mem-
bers of Sigma ('hi fraternity 
cheer  for the 
Spartan foot-
ball team. I was amazed
 as was the rest of 
the house 
that 
we had all 






under  the 
impression  that 
we were in 
Theta  Chi. I 
know 
that the 
gentlemen  of Sigma
 Chi were 
trying  to fig-
ure out
 how in the 






a sorority. I 
believe  it was a 
picture of the 
little  sis-
ters of Sigma
 Chi at their
 Homecoming
 street fair 
booth, 
but the caption
 with the 





ladies of Sigma 




you at the 
Spartan  Daily 
is this: if you
 
are unsure of your facts,




 right to report 
the news. 
One mistake
 on a more
 serious 
issue  could 
cost 
the
 Daily in 
many ways.
 I work 
for Channel
 11 and 
be-
lieve 





































 all. As 
a concerned
 student
 I ask 




future.  It 










not be so 





















































































The  vice 
president  




















with leaders of 
disability  groups 
and boning up 
for his part in 
Wednesday's meeting with 
Soviet  
President Mikhail 











Schmidt Jr., president of Bush's 
alma mater, Yale. 
"We recognize that 
we have a 
friend of education in the White 
House. We're excited and grateful 
for that," Schmidt told Bush. 




sachusetts Institute of Technology 
and







said  they 












education  and the need to 
support 
scientific 
research  on 
cam-
puses. 
They  also 
expressed  con-
cern






One post reportedly being con-
sidered for Mrs. Dole, a former 
Federal Trade commissioner and 
White House aide, is ambassador 
to the United Nations, but tran-
sition sources denied over the 
weekend 









 (AP) - Police 
in sub-
urban Chandler 
acted on an anony-
mous 
telephone call








 ago from a 
nuclear 
research facility
 in California. offi-
cials 
said.  
A Phoenix -based 
FBI agent de-
clined to 




chemist  Ronald K. 
Stump, 
49, but Chandler
 police Lt. 
John 
Summers said Stump was arrested 
without incident about 1:40 
p.m. 
Monday in his 
motor  home.  
Stump, 
who  fled to Mexico after 
leaving  the Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory in April
 1987, ap-
parently had been living
 in the vehi-
cle, which 
was  parked behind a 
service 
station,  Summer said. 
Agent Chuck Latting of San Fran-
cisco said in a 
telephone
 interview 
that the agency's interest in Stump 
stemmed less from 
the man's "Q" 
security 
rating  - the highest cat-
egory - and nuclear research than 
from his having run 
away  from trial 
on fraud charges. 
Stump, who
 filed for bankruptcy 
in 1980, allegedly worked with a 
man whom he owed $10.000 to sell 
the Livermore -based lab a $250,000 
machine that








LOS ANGELES (AP) - Authori-
ties have tentatively linked the gun 
allegedly  used by an escaped mental 
patient to kill two guards at the Uni-
versal Studios tour to the weapon 
that killed three people in an Albu-
querque.  
N.M.,  bagel shop. 
Nathan Nick Trupp, 42, the man 
accused of 
both
 shootings, was in 
stable condition Monday with 
wounds suffered in a gun battle with 




 shooting at the Univer-
sal lot Thursday night. 
"The 
gun  used in the Universal 
Studios shooting is believed to be the 
same weapon used in the Albuquer-
que murders," 
Deputy  Kathryn 
Nielsen said. 
The .38 -caliber revolver was to be 
taken to 
Albuquerque  for further 
tests, she 
said. 
Trupp was scheduled to be ar-
raigned today on murder charges 
stemming from the California shoot-
ing, but the court was waiting for a 
doctor's ruling on whether he had re-




























within  the coming 
decade,  said a sci-
entist 




Tops  on the list 
is Parkfield, a 
rural 












 of 6 
or so 
before  the end
 of 1993. 
Stuart P. Nishenko, with the sur-
vey's Menlo Park center, estimated 
that the chance for
 a new quake at 
Parkfield within the 
coming  decade 
is 93 percent. 
He discussed his earthquake prob-
ability 
estimates on Monday while 
some 4,000 earth
 scientists gathered 
in San Francisco for the annual 
American Geophysical Union con-
ference.  
Nishenko  assigned probabilities of 
50-50 or better
 to nine other spots. 
ranging from Alaska to the South
 
Sea Islands to 
Central  and South 
America. All 
these  spots are within 
the Pacific's
 "ring fire," where vio-
lent 
earthquakes  and volcanic erup-
tions have occurred for 
thousands  of 
years. 
He gave
 an 85 percent chance for 
a quake within the coming decade
 to 
the Aleutians at Delaroff island, 
where a 7.5 temblor struck in 
1957. 
In the south Pacific island 
nation of 
Vanuatu, 
Nishenko  assigned an 83 
percent chance that a quake will 
strike Vankolo island, where a 7.5 
temblor hit in 
1980.  
He saw a 
66 percent probability 
for an 
earthquake  at Jama, on the Ec-
uador  coast, where a 7.7 
temblor
 hit 
in 1942. Other spots with 
at least a 
50-50 chance
 of significant quakes 
include  another island in Vanuatu, 
two on the islands of New Britain. 
one in Central Tonga, one on north. 




SpartaGuide is a daily 
calendar 
for SJSU student,
 faculty and staff 
organizations.
 Items may be sub-
mitted 
on forms in the Daily office, 
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but 
will not be accepted 
over  the phone. 







American  Association 
of Airport 
Executives:
 Speaker, Marshall 
MacK



















































SJSU College Republicans: Meet-
ing, 




!FALAI.: Meeting with Phil Owens 
from Certified
 Financial Planner, 5 
p.m., Sit. Costanoan Room. For 
information
 call 248-3004. 
SJSU Cycling Club: Meeting, 5 
p.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. For 
in-
formation 
call  293-0625. 
Campus Christian 
Center:  Mass 
during the 
Advent, 5 p.m., Tenth 
and San Carlos 
Streets.  For informa-
tion 




 Beta Sorority, Inc.: So-








































































































 loss is 
$900. 
 Randy William 
Wong  reported 
his red 
Schwinn  bicycle 
stolen Satur-
day from the 




 Michelle Thiebaub reported
 her 
VW Bug broken into Tuesday in the 
Seventh
 Street garage. An equalizer 
and speakers 
were
 taken. Estimated 





 Dec. 5 at 7th and 
Alma streets for driving under the in-
fluence after driving on the wrong 




possession:  Brucke 01-
lukain was stopped for 
possession  of 




and booked to Santa 
Clara 
County Jail. 
Spartan  Daily 
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 Publishers Assn, WWII 4114i the 
,wed
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ale   yea r. S2.11 Fah semester. $101111 011 tamps, price per 
copy.  15 tents On.tampus delivery pant tor 
through Instriaininally Related 
Activities lung. 1 
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Pnnied  try Fen ke 
Perks Press 
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 Marley, Anne King, 
Downtown 




























Reggie liudon Stan Carlberg. Martin Cheek 'dairy 
TWSalyo.
 
it,. Hannon, Mary Hay,. Teresa id 
-lane, Sallie Mattson.
 
I ornsinf Morgan. Sean Mule. 
ter 1 cab Pets. Darren Sabechs. lac She,. Dan 
Turner, Den. Zapata 
Phoecgraphera  
Flob Bench Brian Ban,
 lkoug [Kinn l)ave Inokoin 








 Mork Study., Grey Walton 
Arcot. Eisecullo., 
Can,r1 Andenon, Cyndy Andreson
 Wtor Anent 
Sandra Berns Philp HIat, Ceha Canaan 
Philippe 
Ceporda. Michele Denley. Mike (Wiwi Dehhie 
Ciro, Mille Johnson Penney King. Diane Krk I a 
McGreevy, Da, Racine John Robinson 'them 
Series. Kimh-dy Stag





Rny, Beckham. David Fol., 
Wheel  t kIrNON 





Department:  Speaker 








Sigma  Pi: Fundraiser, 9 
p.m.,  






Philosophy Department: Speaker 
Marcia Cavell, 3 p.m., S.U. ASUN 
Council Chambers.


























p.m.,  Spartan Gym 
For information/tickets call 924 -
FANS. 
Asian 
Business  League: Pizza 
night, 7 p.m.,
 Round Table Pizza
 at 
White road and 
Aborn. For informa-
tion 



















Education  not 






that  special 
someone
 to Leaf's 
Its the perfect 
place 
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 7  
10 am 
Recorder Quartet 
11 am Jorge Castro 
(Classical Guitar) 
noon Chamber
 Ensemble (Flute, 
Oboe,  Piano) 
1 

















 to be the
 same 
weapon






Meanwhile, local investigators 
conferred 
with detectives from Albu-
querque, where three people were 
gunned down one week ago. Author-
ities 
began looking for Trupp after 
the slayings, which like the 
Univer-
sal killings had no apparent motive. 
Tnipp, who had lived off and on 
in Albuquerque since August
 1987, 
walked away from
 a supervised 
boarding 
house  for mental patients in 
Trenton, N.J., April 5, 1987, after 
being involuntarily 
committed  for 
state psychiatric care. 
Witnesses said the gunman in the 
Albuquerque
 shootings complained 






(Writing Skills Test) 
Pay
 
$25.00  FEE at the 
Cashiers 
Office  in WLS. 
Bring the 
receipt  to the 
Testing
 Center, ADM 218 
TEST 
DATE: 














man  who killed the Universal 
Studios
 guards asked
 to speak to 
actor -producer 
Michael
 Landon dur 
ing a 
studio tour. The same 
guards 
who were killed refused
 him use of a 
telephone





Reeks, 27, of La 
Crescenta,  died 
shortly 







the copy center 
481 E. SAN CAPLOS ST 










service while you're at 
school."  
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 more women 
When 
discussion
 centered around 
SJSU athletics 20 years ago. 
sports 
such 
as track and field, football, 
water polo and soccer were domi-
nant topics. 
Today, two
 of those four sports. 
track and 
water  polo, are no 
longer  
recognized  as school 
sports.  
Two decades
 ago, SJSU fostered
 
26 teams - 13 varsity and 13 fresh-
man. Today, the 
university fields 14 
varsity  and no freshman teams. 
Along with the decrease in the 
number of sports 
came other changes 
that some
 consider positive.
 One of 
the most 
prominent  was the in-





Of the 14 current 
teams,  seven are 
women's and 
seven  are men's. The 
women 
today compete in team sports 
that were unavailable to them 
20 
years ago, such as 
tennis.  
Coaches 
and  athletes say condi-
tioning
 and strength programs have 
been developed over the years to 
im-
prove the physical condition
 of ath-
letes. 
In 1968, SJSU's reputation in ath-
letics centered mainly on its 
domi-
nance in track and field.  But beneath 





 field was 
our  most 
costly 
















































Former athletics director 
-There were times 
when we had 
to get as 
many
 world -class athletes 
as we 
could  to attract people," 
Bronzan said. "Sadly, 
most
 people 
aren't interested in seeing 
athletes 






 to the financial problems.
 
Bronzan said it cost "about
 a couple 
thousand dollars"
 to send the track 
team to meets 
at the University of 
California at Los 
Angeles  and the 
University
 of Southern California. 
"Track and field, for the most 
part, is a money loser and can't 
carry 








and  Ohio 
State,  make 
so much 
money
 on their 
football 
team  that 
they can






"Once  I 
proposed




State  were 
not 
members  until 
the lwe '70s. 
The 
conference
 is now 
called Pac- 
10)  to 
form a 
track  association 
with an in-
door and 
outdoor  meet 
schedule.  We 
would 




and do our 
promotions. 
But,  I 
couldn't 
get them to 
do it and 
today  
Pac- 10 track




































 the past 
eight









 we couldn't 





we did repair 
the facilities,









 is a club 



















Extensive  construction on campus during the past 20 
years 
has  replaced grass plots and parking lots 
with 
sporting facilities and multi -story 
classrooms. 
The field where 10,000 
students  once stood to hear 
Hubert H. Humphrey 
campaign  for president is now the 
site of an 
Olympic -sized pool. 
The block between Ninth and 10th streets,  north 
of 
San Carlos Street, was originally occupied 
by
 houses and 
apartments. The state bought 
the  land, tore down the 
buildings and 
built  the Business Tower and Complex. 
Where the old "Rat Lab- once stood, students now 
get 
cash  at on -campus automated teller machines. The 













 the campus had room to expand, in 
contrast to today.




vacant  lots. 




















went  to work 
and  '68 
saw the 
opening  of 
Duncan Hall, West 




 grid -like 
facade).  and 
the near

































 officer for the 
University  Police 
Department.








student  gathering 
spot  during '68 







 from San 
Carlos  to San 
Fernando  Street. 
"They used 
to call it 
'Red  Square,' " said Judy Her-






was  common for 
students










 speakers like 
Black Panther 
leaders,  and protests 
against the Dow 
Chemical Co.,
 which manufactured 









 would attend these





gathering  spot was the 
fountain  and 
the grass 
surrounding  it. 
During the 
end  of the spring 
semester  and beginning 
of the fall 
semester, students 




 cool off. 
Marijuana  was 
openly








would  dump soap suds in the foun-
tain, producing large 
amounts of foam and 
bubbles, 
Wiley said. 
Many  students complained about this 
activ-
ity, labeling the 
initiators as "hippies." 
Wiley, how-
ever, enjoyed 









 over -night event that 
took place around the 
fountain. 
- Judy Hermann, 
The event
 was a called "At the 
Fountain," a varia-
Student Union public 
relations 
tion of 
"On the Beach," 
Ian anti -war movie
 from the 
  
Cold
 War era). Students 
in sleeping hags and 
wrapped in 
blankets  fell asleep 
to the sounds of 
guitar  and harmon-
ica. 
What is now the Old Cafeteria was the Student 
Union  
in 1968. The current five
-story Student Union was still 
under 
construction
 in Fall 1968. 
When the weather was wet, students 
gathered  in a 
large,  open building where 









The  new Student 
Union  was intended 
to provide a so-
cial 
center for the 
student  and to 
break











plan that was 














 by the 
students,








 agency. Only the 
bowling 
alley  has 
survived  to 
this  day. 
The 
haircutting  shop 
became 
outdated





 a haircutting 
shop
 became a bourgeois
 sym-
bol
 of decadence." Hermann said. 
The 
travel agency survived
 for a short time,
 but 
eventually  pulled out, Wiley said 
By
 
Jim  Hart 
 
went a step further by winning the 
national title. 
Today. the school has no official 
water polo team, but an independent 


















during  the 
spring  semester



















"I don't feel good that any of 
those sports were let go."
 Hoffman 
said.
 "Bin! felt that I had no choice.
 
"Wrestling 
was dropped two 
years ago, 
then
 public outcry gave it 
one more chance. 
When it did come 
back, it proved that there wasn't 
enough support by the fans," Hof-
fman 
said.  
One sport that has fallen
 on hard 
times recently, but for different rea-
sons,
 is soccer. 
In 1968,
 Coach Julius Menen-
dez's squad reached the National 
Collegiate Athletic 
Association Final 
Four, but in the 20 years 
since, SJSU 
soccer
 has been weakened
 by 
stronger 

























then plays on 
an other organized 
team 
in the off-season
 loses a year 
of 
eligibility,"  
Menendez  said. 
Although  the rule
 was mostly 
geared toward 































 In fact, 
football has
 benefited 






only  18,000 
seats 
in '68. 
Over  the 
years,  an 
upper 
deck was 












don't  feel 
good 
that 















with  a 
full-time  
weight -lifting coach, which the Ath-
letics Board could afford 
after  cut-
ting the four sports during the
 spring 
semester
 of '88. 
Spartan fans who moan about the 
football team's disappointing '88 
season should 
be
 comforted to know 
that '68 was a lot worse. 
In 1968, the Spartans posted a 3-7 
record and were shut out four times. 
Just as humiliating as the shutouts 
was an opening -game loss
 against 
rival Stanford University. 
Yet, the season's
 most significant 
game 
was  the final contest at home 
against Brigham
 Young University. 
Seven black players, 
Willie Riley, 
Clarence Kelley, Dwight Tucker, 
Conral Pharr, Mike Flemons, Tony 
Jackson and Frank Slaton, the 
team's leading rusher, decided to 
boycott the game because BYU was 
a Mormon college. The players 
were  
angered by the fact that blacks were 
not allowed to be elders of the 
church. 
The BYU boycott was one of 
many racially tense 
moments for 
SJSU athletics in '68.
 Spartan track 
stars

























study of 'Man' 
In fall of 1968,
 the New 
College of SJSU was a 




 ways; it was an out-
come of the late 1960s radi-
cal movement. 




program in liberal 
arts  that 
brought forth a 
different 
way of teaching and learn-





 and functioned 
as
 
one of the 














who  both took 
part in the 
planning. 
It took two 
years for 
the  pro-




freshmen  and juniors
 were ad-
mitted into the program










The  subject of 
study
 was "Man." teaching stu-
dents to read,




program  was a mend and 
contrast of the 
perspectives
 of so-
cial and behavioral sciences, the 
humanities,
 and fine arts. Technol-






 was divided into 
different divisions, with the 
first  





































































thought  the 
New Col-
lege 

































classes  for 













and became a 
part of it. 











































































seniors  had to carry
 at 
least 15 units. 
The New College
 also included 
graduate classes. 
Randy Anderson, a 
1974 grad-
uate 
































sometimes  held in 
private 
homes  and 
sometimes  in 
classrooms.
 Students 
didn't  have 








just  show up 
the  first 
day of class. 
Since the 

















Valley  has 
changed 
from
 a rich 
agricultural  
area into a 

































dismissed  as 
a 
school,  but

























































































 a sophomore 
majoring in 
advertising, 
takes  ad -
I silage
 of some good 
weather for a 
































Saying it was time for "new di-
rection." Elway, whose Cardinal 
had lost four out of the last five sea-
































review  of every 
aspect  of our 
football 
program,"  said 




Elway  was on the 
way out 
was  rampant 
in
 the final 
weeks, but








Starting  halfback 
Charlie  Young 
said he was
 not aware 
that  Elway 











The  Cardinal had 






against  Notre 
Dame. It 
missed 





  USC 
and 
Washington
 State  
when  it failed 
to score after
 getting a first
 down at 
the 




came  from San 
Jose  
State 
in 1984 after Paul 
Wiggin was 
fired  following
 a 1-10 
season,
 has 




particularly  the past 
three
 seasons. Every 
starting  skill 
position player on 
offense returns 
next 
season, and five of 
















shut  down baseball 
manager  
Tommy




 World Series cham-
pionship
 celebration in October for 
what one inspector called 
"one of 
the 




Ahilio Lopez, a county health in-
spector, found 43 health code viola-
tions just nine days after Lasorda 
took his team to his resaurant. 
Tommy Lasorda's Ribs and Pasta, 
the Los Angeles Herald Examiner 
reported
 today. 
Lasorda was in the Dominizan Re-
public scouting players and could 
not 
be
 reached for comment. 
Dirty kitchen equipment gross 
contamination  of food preparation
 
surfaces and an "active rat infesta-
tion" were among the violations 
noted, according to 
comity
 Depart-
ment of Health Services
 records. 
The restaurant, 
which  was closed 
on Oct. 26. 
reopened  fve days later 
after the health 
department  deter-
mined the violations 
xxere
 satisfacto-
rily addressed and 
























































































































in a 9-3 
victory 














































West Virginia to 
a No. 3 national 
ranking
 and a 
shot




championship,  was 
named to 
the Associated












 is one of 
six  
underclassmen
 on the 24
-man 
team. 
The  others 








 - - wide receiver Reggie 
Rembert






Virginia  and defensive  
tackle 





















 was a focal 
point of 
celebration for the 
Dodgers  












had vowed there 
would 
be
 "dancing in the streets" 
over the 
Dodgers' victory, made 
good on 
his  promise himself by 
shaking a leg 
outside  his restaurant. 
On Fan Appreciation Day, the last 
game of the  season
 at Dodger Sta-
dium,  one of the prizes 
was  dinner at 
Lasorda's restaurant. 
Jim Picola,
 vice president of the 
South Pasadena restaurant and
 a sec-
ond 
Lasorda's  restaurant in in 
Ma-
rina del Rey, denied 




not true," Picola 
said. "I'll 
tell you 




 in there." 
Picola 
said  restaurant 
manage-
ment neglected to fix 
some holes in 
the walls
 and the health department
 
"got mad 
and lowered the hammer 
on 
us." 
However,  Lopez 
said  that he held 
onto 
the complaint in 
deference to 
Lasorda
 and the Dodgers
 until the 
championship 





congratulated  by the 
mayor and the 
White House. 
"I had 
a feeling if I had
 to shut 
them down
 all heck would
 break 
loose," Lopez said.
 "Then I went in 
with my black
 light and sure 
enough, 
there  was (rat) urine on 







extra  Christmas Money 
during your Christmas
 break. 
10 caterers positions 
available  now in 
Santa Clara at 
the Santa Clara 
Convention
 Center. 
Must be well groomed,





































repeatedly  was 
cnt-
icized 




to score points after
 
the team 
got  close to the 
goal line. 
While  at Stanford. 
Elway com-
piled a 25-29-2 record.
 The Cardinal 
finished 
this
 season a disappointing 
1-5-2
 in the Pacific 10 
Conference.  
Elway also 
was head coach at San 
Jose 
State  for five years and at Cali-
fornia State University
-Northridge 
for three years. 
His  combined career 
record 
is 80-58-4. 
Stanford said a search
 for Elway's 
successor would 
begin  immediately. 
The San 
Francisco  Chronicle 
re-
ported in early editions 
for  Tuesday 
that Bob Stull, 
coach  at Texas -El 
Paso, is considred
 a prime candidate 
for the job. Stull already is the lead-






made no comment 
about 
wanting to come to 
Stanford if the 
job became vacant,
 as had been the 
rumor for 




 is from Sausalito and he was 
an 
assistant at 










for the coach.  It's 
a sad 





Elway did not show 
up at his Stan-
ford 
office Monday,























not he reached for comment. 
Elway's son. 
John,  starting quar-





 he hadn't had 
a chance
 yet to speak with his father 
and didn't want to make any 
com-
ment until he had 
done that 






record, in 1986 when his team went 
8-4 and lost to Clemoson in the 
Gator Bowl. 
Elway's firing came only about a 
month after Geiger said it was not 
worth  speculating about replacing 
him as 
coach.  
Geiger made the 
comment in con-
nection with the Cardinal's 24-21 
loss to 
Washington  State and a sub-
sequent statement by 
a television 
analyst that called Elway a "coach 
in trouble." 
Elway's dismissal, Geiger said, is 
"not worth 
speculating
 about. I am 
not considering it. It would be stu-
pid." 
But on Monday, Geiger said in the 
statement: "I believe it is in the best 
Jack Elway 









 best record at SJSU
 was 
in 1981 when the
 Spartans went 9-3 
and gained 
a California 
Bowl  berth. 
The Spartans 
lost
 to Miami (Ohio) 
28-27.
 Elway's overall 
record  at 
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 SHOPS VAN 
DECEMBER 12 
- 16 
MON - FRI 9 a.m.
 - 4 p.m. 
BETWEEN  







DECEMBER 5 - 19 
MON 
- THURS
 8 am.- 7 p.m 
FRI
 8 am. - 
5 p.m 
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the plan "an 
outright loe 
The league's
 ow nets said 
that 
468 players will become uncondi-
tional free agents on Feb 1 under 
a plan management says it 
will 
impose on that date 
it














unrestricted  free agents under the 
proposal that w as initially pre-
sented 
Nov. 17. 
In an effort to break an impasse 
that has lasted well over a year, 
the Management 
Council two 
weeks  ago offered two different 
plans tto the union. Management 
said it would incorporate Plan B 
on 
Feb. I if the 
two sides could
 
not reach a mutual




 each NFL 
team
 can protect  
30 
players
  a 
certain amount
 at each position 
with the
 greatest amount 
of
 play-
ing time; two 
quarterbacks.  a 








 years experience. and 
three









the current collective 
bargaining agreement, a player 
would not
 ha 
ye to he at the
 end of 
his 
contract  to he 
exposed.  
The difference in the interpre-
Linton tot the proposal stems front 
a passage in the new plan that 
states all players under contract 










also can he 
protected.  
The union. following those 
guidelines, figured only 84 fringe 
players 
would become true free 
agents on 
Feb.
 1. Applying the 
rules 
to




five teams would have no unpro-
tected players and two clubs 




spokesman John Jones said 
Wednesday that his office earlier 
this week distributed a memo to 
the owners that stated those play-
ers under contract for








could  he classified 
only as wild card players. 
Under the plan. Jones 
said,  the 
top 10 teams






the  middle nine teams can protect 
no more than 42 and the bottom 
nine clubs 
can protect only 44.
 
No more than that, under any 
condition.   Jones said. 
That plan would
 protect 1,174 
of the 1.642 players the manage-
ment council said were under 
contract including those on in -






finnula,  Jones said 
468 players would
 become unre-
stricted free agents on 
Feb. I. 
Upshaw was in San 
Francisco  
on 
Wednesday.  discussing an un-
related
 arbitration issue with 
Management Council 
chief nego-
tiator Jack Donlan. He said 
Don-
lan mentioned nothing about a 
new 
interpretation of the plan. 







  The Phila-
delphia Phillies Tuesday traded 
All
-Star pitcher Kevin Gross to 
the Montreal Expos for
 pitchers 
Floyd Youmans and Jeff Parrett.
 
Gross was 
12-14 with a 3,69 
earned -run average in 
33 starts 
last season. 










stance abuse rehabilitation 
last  
season, was 3-6 
with a 3.21 ERA 
in 13 starts. 
Youmans' best season
 for the 
Expos
 was 1986 when he was 
13-
12 with 202 
strikeouts  in 219 in-
nings. 
Parrett, a reliever, was 12-4 










 YORK I 
API  -- A year 
after  
the first drop in 
baseball
 salaries in at 
least  
years,  salaries 
increased 
during 
1988 by 6.4 percent. 
The
 average salary in 1988 was 
$438,729, 
according  to figures com-
piled by the Major
 League Baseball 
Players Association. 
In 1987,
 the average 
salary  was 
$412,454, a 
decrease  of $66 from 
the previous 
season,
 according to 
the  
union.  The percentage
 increase this 
season 
was  the smallest 
since the 
union 
began  keeping track in 1967.
 
aside from last 
year's drop. 
The 
New  York Yankees were the 
highest
-paid team, earning




 a 32.7 
percent 
increase from 1987. The 
previous re-
cord was $657.657 by the 1986 At-
lanta Braves, who 
were ranked
 19th 
in 1988 at $384.641. 
Detroit was




Red  Sox at 
$610,172 
































 last in 1987 
at $160,-
980, rose to 
$307,088,  21st among
 
the 26 teams, a 
90.8 -percent in-
crease. The 
Chicago  White  Sox were 
last in 
1988 at $226,392.
 Texas was 
next -to-last at $241:189, al*
 behind 
Seattle at $242.880. 
In a study






earned the most 
money.  $927,276 
on average. 
Next were 
first basemen at $785,-
599. outfielders 
at $722,898, third 
basemen


















































































































Bird.  a 
rare 































































































































































'He's just a typical 
southern  Indiana 
guy. Success 





















hands  to 
Larry's  
...  the best
 in 
the 







































(kcasionally  during the
 past 
week,
 the 6 -foot -9 Bird 
wandered  








 and sign autographs. 
But mostly he kept to himself, re 
lasing  in his private





















 and business associates 
had hoped to keep 
him in Terre 
Haute for his birthday. 
He turns 32 
Wednesday. But Bird, who 
under-
went 
surgery in Boston for bone 
spurs last month, flew back there 
Tuesday and 
was  scheduled to have 




"He's just a typical southern In-
diana guy. Success
 hasn't gone to 
his head," said Gibson, who hired 
Bird to do maintenance work in the 
summers while Bird was in college. 
"He's dressing a little bettter, 
driving a better car. But he still just 
likes
 being with his friends. People 
in Terre 
Haute  tend to think of him 
as one






























OMAHA, Neb. I AP)  Creigh-
ton Forward Bob 
Harstad  scored 23 
points
 and grabbed a dozen rebounds 
to 
lead the Blue  Jays to 
an 84-77 win 
over San Jose State in college bas-
ketball Monday night. 
SJSU
 finished the three game road 
trip
 1-2 and return play Stanford 
on 
Saturday night at Maples 
Pavil-
lion.Tip-off is set 
for 7:30 p.m. 
SJSU fell behind
 early to Creigh-
ton as the Blue Jays jumped 
out  to a 
25-16 lead. The 
Spartans,
 which led 
breifly twice in the
 opening minute 
of the 
game, came back to tie the 
score at 29-29, with three minutes,
 
seventeen seconds




























 a 38-33 
halftime  
advantage  and lead 
by as many as 
15
 
in the second half. 
Steve Haney,
 who led the 
Spar-














added  17 
points
 for 
the Blue Jays. took 




 on two 
three point 
shots and 

















































Scott  accounted 






























 unfair. The 
genius had all 
that time. While
 you have a few
 
short 
hours  to learn 
your sun spots 
from your 







On the other 
hand, Vivarin 




















 dull, your 




Vivarin,  maybe 
he





















































By Laura M. I,ukas 
Daily stall writer 
After a one -win season, the 
Spartan swim team can only hope 
to improve. 
"We'll be a 
considerably  bet-
ter team than last 
year,"  Coach 
Jack Mutimer said. ''Once we get 
into the meets, we'll get the la-
dies attention back." 
The Spartans 




the  Pacific and Fresno State 
University. The team 
lost to both 






 all that non-
sense," 




training twice a 
day  at the 
pool,  
working on long distance for 
strength.  Mutimer has added a 
weight program three




"It's a tough 
program,  but for 
all the discipline
 and time it 
takes," 
Mutimer  said, 
"swim-
ming 
is only the second
 toughest 
sport. Rowing is 
always first and 
third is 
basketball. -
Despite the grueling 
workouts.  
Mutimer said the
 ladies are swim-
ming  better now than they were  at 
the same time last year. And they 
are keeping up their grades, 
something the coach is partic-
ularly proud of. 
"We have a very good GPA," 
he said. "We 







































































































 with a 
time of 
26.49
 and the 200 




Brennan,  who is in the team's 




 will be compet-




require  a 
swimmer
 to 














"Catie wants to swim a lot bet-
ter this 
year,"
 the coach said. 
"She gets a lot
 tougher  about 
workouts when competition be-
gins." 
Mutimer is hopeful that Bren-
nan and Hoszpodar can place in 
the Big West Championships and 
that newcomer Juliann Klein will 
make it to 
NCAA.  
"Klein  has a 
good  freestyle,"
 
Mutimer  said. 




In January. the team
 will gain 
two new swimmers. 
Megan  Yancey from Palomar 
Junior College in San Marcos and 
freshman
 Marcia Brown. 
The coach was a bit reluctant to 
give a prediction of where the the 
Spartans 




 a couple 
of
 meets 
under  their 
belts,  you 
can't 









whole,  is 
a lot 
better."  
Mutimer said that increased in-
terest from high school students 
has paid off for the Big West. 
"I've got a whole slug of stu-
dents 
interested  in joining the 
team next season," the coach 




 the Santa 
























 starts in 
Jan-
uary 













 said. "It's 
good for 
them
 to look at things
 like that 
and not be self-defeating. 
"Swimming 
is an individual 
effort anyway,"




















  So there was 
race car driver Bill 
Elliott, old Awe-
some Bill from Dawsonville,
 owner 
of the best nickname in sports,  
cruis-
ing along in 
an
 F-16 jet fighter, on a 









Winston Cup this 
season,
 had made 
a recruiting film for the U.S. Air 
Force.
 The payback was a ride in an 
F-16, fulfilling a dream
 for Awe-
some Bill, an amateur pilot who has 
logged 
some  2,500-3.000 hours in 
the air. 
"I enjoy flying," 
Elliott said. 
"An  F -I6 ride? Hey, that's a heck of 
a deal. We 
got up and they let me fly 
a bit." 
Accompanying Elliott and pilot 
Wayne Conroy 
was an F -I 5. "We 
were doing some 
combat  maneu-
vers," the racer 
remembered.
 
"Then I glanced up and there was a  
plane in my face." 
They hit. the F- 15 nailing the F -
16's wing, and the next thing Elliott 
knew, he was in a crippled aircraft. 
Very  crippled. 
"It was so 
fast,  I didn't know 
what had happened. I 
looked
 out the 
window
 and part of the wing was 
gone. 
We
 were losing fuel out of 
what was left 
of the wing. A regular 
plane crashes 
when  that happens. 
My immediate reaction was that we 
were 
going down and that this was 
not 
happening
 to me." 
Now. Elliott has 
been  in a crash or 
two in his time. That is an occupatio-
nal 
hazard for people in his line of 
work. But he 
had  never experienced 
anything like this. "A crash
 on a 
track is like slow motion," he said. 
"You hit the wall and that's it. You 
face that every day. 
"This thing, you didn't know 
what  would happen." 
The next 
time Elliott looked out 
the window, he saw the pilot of the 
F-15 parachuting toward earth. The 
abandoned plane would crash
 in a 
field. Just about that time, pilot Con-
roy passed 
his passenger a note. It 
was the only method of communica-
tion available because the collision 
had knocked out their normal voice 
link. 
"He 
wrote,  'I'm going to try to 
slow down into a landing configura-
'It 
was  so fast, I 
didn't












 Bill Elliott, 
NASCAR cardriver 




"And." Elliott said, "he under-
lined 'eject.' " 
As often as Elliott has flown,  he 
has never jumped out of an airplane. 
And he 
was not anxious to start right 
then. "I was thinking about the 
movie,
 'Top Gun.' and 
splattering  
against the canopy, '  he said. "I was 
a passenger. and I was thinking. 
'This thing 
can't  really be flying .  
"We were maybe 30 
or 45 min-
utes away from the base. 
The  pilot 
was 
from Utah. I figured 
he didn't 
know the 
area. I looked down and I 
didn't recognize
 anything. I thought. 
'What can I do 
to help him?' " 
The answer was not 
much. Just sit 




 sign to Elliott and the 
F-
16 glided into a 
smooth landing at 
Dobbins Air Force 
Base outside At-
lanta. 
"I don't think I was 
scared at the 
time,"
 Elliott said.  "But later, 
when
 
you consider what might have hap-
pened. well, 






 about that plane at 2 
o'clock  
Alter  that, Talladega. Daytona 
and the rest of the raceways were 
like a day at the beach. Elliott went 
from the F-16 
adventure to win his 
first Winston Cup,  
capturing six 
races and finishing in the top five 15 
times. He held off Rusty Wallace's 
late charge  Wallace won four of 
the last five 
races   to take the title 
by a 
slender 24 points and gels his 
$629,364 payoff at 
NASCAR's 
award banquet tonight 
24 Hour 
Towing  Service 
20% Discount













 quality rentals 
 Daily rates from
 519.95 





requirement:  21 
 8 minutes
 from campus 
 10% 
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Includes Pressure Plate, Clutch 
Dlsc, Release Bea 
Resurface

















includes:  Road 
test, clean 
filter screen





















904,727,2WD,RWD, Non Lock tt; 
Incls:all soft and hard parts and 




Call  for 
Quotes!
 












 Ask for Rick  at the New Auto Care 
Mall (off Almaden Expressway, South of San Jose 
Avenue) 
Call (408) 298-3457 
Rental  Cars 


















'Rack & Pinion 
Steering
 







































 artist visiting from Nigeria. 











Daily staff writer 














"Tutor  Exchange.' 
headed by the Santa Clara 
County 
Department 












The project is sponsored 
by the 















 the program 
will 
create a more 
successful 
learn-
ing  experience than 
a normal class-
room 
setting can offer. 
The ages of 
the  students range 
from 
13
 to 15 years. 
Tutors  volun-
teer from 
three  to four hours a 
week. 
Greg Hilbum,




 was the 
first tutor to 
he hired





























































































year  to 






























































































































































tutor  is 
pulled  
out.  
"When  I 
used
 to 
tutor,  I 
was  only 
able  to 































mixed  at the unveiling 
of 














shat truffles really taste 
like,''  com-
mented 
restaurateur  Fritz Castel as 
the Mendocino 
Beverage  Co. un-
eiled a limited
 marketing of mineral 
water flavored
 with the highly aro-
matic 
essence
 of France's $500 -a -
pound perigord truffles. 
The main fame of the fungi,  
which are available only a few 
months of the year, comes from the 
way they are 
harvested:
 By trained 
pigs and dogs who sniff out the deli-
cacy where they grow at the base of 
certain trees in France and Italy. and 
lately in the Northern
 California and 
Oregon forests. 
The 10 -ounce 
bottle is priced  at $4 
and 




-gourmet  department of Nei-
man Marcus 
store  on Union Square. 
A three -liter 
bottle of the water was 
auctioned off for 







Without the truffle juice, a 10 -


























 the drink, the 
headline  on 
the column
 said, "Earthiness 
That 
Should Have 
Stayed  In The 
Earth."  
"It has a 
certain  earthiness," 
said 
one participant
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By I.orraine Morgan 
Daily staff writer 
An African arts show was held 
last week to announce the 
founding 
of the 
African -American Alumni As-
sociation. 
Ellen C -Rollins, a senior majoring 
in psychology, coordinated the event 
in hope of bringing together the re-
sources of both black alumni and 
students at SJSU. 
The proceeds
 from the art 
show, 
along 
with  private 
money,
 will be 
used 
to target and help 
black stu-
dents
 who need 
financial  aid. 
"The 
problem  is that there 
is no 
money 
when we act separately," C -
Rollins 
said. 
"We need help from our alumni. 
and 
their support to filter back to us, 
It's difficult 
enough  for students be-
cause
 we work or have 
kids. 
"This university is a job -oriented 
university, and when we leave, we 







Special  guest Adamosa 
Osagiede. 
a visiting artist from 
Nigeria, Africa, 
displayed his 
pen  and ink and water-
color
 collections. His
 works are sold 
for $10 to $125. 
This is the first time 
he has been 
in
 the United States. 





























 an is not 
for 














is also a 
professional
 musi-




































 or ivory. 
"This blue 
bead
 is called the 
chevron 
bead."  Perry 
said.  "It is a 
tradition that you





 heads are 
hand -
painted  by 


































 a no death
 
message.





























hopes  to raise 
enough  money to 
award scholarships
 
to black students 
next year. 
"We 
need  to target and 
help stu-
dents,"
 she  said. "We
 can't reach 
everyone,  but 





Kathleen Howe  Daily 
staff  photographe 
Greg
 Hilbum tutors a high school 
student.  He will begin on his 
credential
 in September 
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Student mothers at 
MU 
Balancing

























































































































proving  that 












Kendall.  a junior 









in her busy 
schedule,  she 
manages
 to squeeze in time 
for her 
daughter
 and herself. 
"I guess it's hard, but I don't 
know 
if I'd do any 
better  without 
her." the 23
-year -old student said. 
"It's 
been  tough, but the father 
of
 
Tanesha has a large family, and they 
help 
out."  
Kendall never got married. Tane-
sha's father, who 
Kendall  has known 
since high school, 
occasionally
 
-ends his daughter cards from 
prison.
 
"She really enjoys receiving his 
cards."  Kendall said. "I know he 
really loves 
her,




stays at SJSU's child care 
center while Kendall works and goes 
to school. Her typical day begins 
with fixing breakfast for Tanesha, 
and then they both take a bus to 
school.
 
She tries to study during her 
breaks at school and swims to relieve 
tension. At about 4:30. when she 
leaves work, she'll pick 
up Tanesha 
from the center. 
When they're at home, she'll cook 
and  spend time with Tanesha. Tane-
sha  sometimes helps her mom cook 
or they both draw together. A couple 
of days out of the week they both at-
tend bible study or choir rehersal. 
"Disciplining her is frustrating," 
Kendall
 said. "I normally count to 
five, and if she doesn't listen to 
me, 
I'll grab her to prevent her from 
doing  what she wants. Sometimes I 
slack off, and let her do it. She 
knows that, so 
sometimes  she'll 
keep 
it up." 
Even with Kendall's tough sched-
haven't had any 
problems attending 







 now that I am eat-
ing and sleeping 
right. I even recom-
mend it. It's better for you." 
But Neumeister, who once 
deliv-
ered a 
baby  when she was a para-
medic, expressed 
that
 she is afraid of 
the unknown. 
"My experience with babies is 
like zero,




 have kids and haven't 
been around 
many
 babies. I'm very 
career oriented, and
 at one time 




just didn't feel it would be 
'Education is 
very  important to me. 
Ideally, 
I'd like to be rich 
and famous and 
stay home 
with
 the baby. But 
that's not a 





ule, she said it's
 all worth it. 
"Just watching them take their 
first step, doing 
things  successfully 
and mainly watching
 them grow is 
the most 
rewarding
 aspect of having 
children," she 
said.  
According to some of SJSU's 
health center officials,
 there is a 
growing 
number
 of mothers attend-
ing school.
 Many of them are 
single.  
Whether  married or single, 
rearing  a 
child while attending school
 can still 
prove to be a heavy
 responsibility. 




systems  physiology, is just be-
ginning to find out what it's like to 
be a parent and go 
to school. Five 
and a half months pregnant, Neu-
meister said she is determined to stay 
in school, 
before and after she has 
the baby.
 
"I'm now starting to feel preg-
nant," 
the 25 -year-old student said. 
"Sometimes, I get lazy. but 
I 
fair to have children and a career." 
Even though she never planned to 
have children, she claimed that once 
you meet the right person, you can 
change your mind. 
She 
changed her mind when she 
met her husband 
and  spent time with 
his family and his seven -year -old 
daughter from a previous marriage. 
Because she hasn't had any com-
plications with her pregnancy, she 
said her life is similar to what it was 
before she was pregnant. She will 
continue to attend her 
classes and 
after the baby is born, she'll take a 
few weeks off and return to school. 
"I expect it to be difficult
 after I 
have the child," she said. "But I'm 
the type of person  
who handles ev-
erything. When I have goals. I will 
just have to find some way to do it. 
My number one concern is child 
care." 
With SJSU having the
 highest 
child care need within the California 
State University
 system, Neumeister 
will just be another parent added to 
the list. Child care is a chief concern 





 or working. 
Since 
Neumeister's  husband owns 
a business, which she claims is fi-
nancially unreliable 
at times, she 
will have to find a part-time job 
while attending school. 
"Education is very important to 
me," Neumeister said. 
"Ideally.
 I'd 
like to be rich and famous and stay 
home with the baby. But that's not a 
reality, especially in this area." 
































She  feels 
that it's 

























"While  in 
my lab.














sure  to 
















"The last month it's 
been
 moving a 
lot. I know 
it's there, and I 
can't 
wait until I can 
just hold it. All 
I 
want  is to raise a 
happy,  normal and
 
healthy family together 
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SAVE UP TO 
40%!!  









































with tousled brown hair to help him 




He guided Jose's hands in smear-
ing glue for the snowman's hat and 
broom as the 
boy showed his 
slightly crooked teeth in 
a wide 
grin. 
Pedro, with short hair standing 
up in a cowlick and his blue shirt 
untucked, made soft noises







work. So he stuck his finger in the 
glue and wiped it on Billy. who had 
been playing quietly at the table 
with a 







took Pedro's face in his stocky 
hands and said, No." Franco 
feigned exasperation as the boys 
kept giggling,
 and even he had to 
smile. 
As a teacher's aide 
at a school for 
disabled children. 
Franco is kept 
busy 
with the usual antics of 9 -
through 12 -year -olds. But he has 
the added challenge
 of working 
with each child's disability to pre-
pare them for a full life in the com-
munity. 
Franco is 
one  of several students 
from
 SJSU's special 
education  pro-
gram working at 
schools for the dis-









months to 22 years. 
Franco works
 with about 12 chil 
dren at the 
Toyon School in 
San  
Jose.




 low mental 
ca-




 palsy. The 
children  share the 
school 




who  become their 
role  models 
"It  was really 
something  coming
 
back to an elementary 
school
 
getting used to recess 
and bells 
ringing and lunch 
pails."  Franco 
said 
as he carefully watched
 the 
children play during their morning 
break. 
Franco was accustomed to work-
ing at special schools and camps 
where the children were all dis-
abled. He has been a counselor at 
Camp Carmen in the Santa Cruz 
mountains  for about four years, 
where he met his current girlfriend, 
also a counselor. 
Franco's stocky build
 and spiked 
haircut make him look
 as if he'd be 
more comfortable with 
his fellow 
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity mem-
bers than with a group of inquisi-
tive. active
 children. But when 
Sina, one of his students with cere-
bral palsy, hugged Franco during 
recess and didn't 
want to let go. it 
was easy to see how much the chil-
dren like and respect him. 
"You're squeezing
 the guts out 
of me," Franco cautioned her with 
a chuckle as he hugged her back. 
Earlier that morning, 
Franco  su-
pervised Jose and Billy as they car-





sides stocking the machine, the 
children vacuum the office  
lounge,
 
wash dishes and wipe off tables. 
The activities
 teach them to adapt 
the basic skills they learn to a natu-
ral environment. 
The children
 spend just as much 
time with Franco in the community, 
sometimes working at a shoe store 
or shopping for groceries. 
"We
 want them to become 
an in-
tegral part of the community, to 
give as well as receive,"
 said Mich-
elle Thomas, a teacher and Franco's 
supervisor.
 "Having Rob here to 
help is 
wonderful."  
Jose seems to be showing his ag-
reement when he grins so often at 
Franco, even breaking into laughter 
at times. 
"He's 
pretty  well liked by the 
other kids because he makes them 
laugh," Franco said. "It's like he's 
telling them a joke but there's no 
joke  he just laughs." 
Ray Ortiz, another teacher, also 
appreciates Franco's work with the 
children.
 
"We're getting a real competent, 
qualified person," Ortiz said. 
"He's made an obvious commit-






 his students to u rite their names. He tries to find not things to 
occupy  them 
Rob helps 
.Jose  trace 





talks  to a student who was upset during 
recess. 
The  two 
then played together on the swings 
Rob holds
 the hand of One of 





























 Lois Powell encourages
 71 -
year -old 
Mary  Fisher during a session
 in the 
Bob 




women's pool given by the 
city of San Jose's de-




































































 to rival 
the 
Statue of Liberty
 includes a 
"Musical 
Forest"  and aquariums 
but not a giant video 
screen  facing 
freeway 
drivers
 or a huge transparent 
bird that lays an 
egg. 
And the architects 




 New York. 
The winning design was 
unveiled  
Monday by the 
committee,  which 
hopes  corporate donations will be 
sought to build the project over a 
downtown freeway. 
"This is the 
project  that's going to 
lead Los 
Angeles, at least in ar-
chitecture
 and vision, to be a 
true  





Tom  Bradley launched the 
design 
contest  in February for 
a 
monument to welcome 
newcomers 
to U.S. shores, 
as
 the Statue of Lib-
erty in New
 York Harbor has
 done 
tor more 
than  100 years. 
The 
committee  
chose  five 
finalists 
from










Austria  and 
Cali-
fornia,  in 
addition







and Lise Ann 
Couture, titled 
their design 





it "clouds of 
steel." 
Patsaouras said the design is "a 




 figures squares. 
cones, 
rectangles   connected with 
a fantastic engineering excellence." 
He said it 
will  be made of steel. 
aluminum
 and bronze with 
"cables  
like the Golden 
Gate  Bridge." 
The design calls for two giant 
aquariums with marine life from the 
Pacific and Atlantic
 oceans and 10 to 
12 buildings housing the "Galaxy of 
Foods," "Park of Peace and Unity" 
and the "Musical Forest," as well as 
theaters, art galleries and an 
immi-
gration museum. 
"We didn't want to pigeonhole 
Los Angeles in a conventional sense. 
0 is a very creative 
design  that will 
stand the test of time. That was one 
of our objectives, that 100 years  
from now our descendants will say, 













fountains  of 
water;  
a design 
described  by 
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 ceramic art and Brian Schauer.
 Most of the 
money  made will 
that is being sold b) art 
student,
 Glenda Lubiner be used to 
refurbish  areas







N.1 -.W YORK (AP)  They were 
offered personal
 tours of Trump 
Tower and
 the city's seamy under-
side,




 most tourists 
crave:  
the World 























































mayor had said 
he wanted to 
show Gorbachev 
the city   "warts 
and all, because 
our warts are beauty 
marks in 
the  Soviet 
Union"
  and 
take 
him to one 
of
 his favorite 
Chinese restaurants. 
"Maybe I could
 bring the Peo-
ple's Republic (of 
China) and the 
Soviet




publicists had said Gor-
bachev was planning 
to visit Trump 
Tower 
and meet the man who built 
it. Trump was 
to guide the Soviet 
through the Fifth
 Avenue building's 
glittering lobby, 
which  is sheathed in 
vivid pink 
Italian  marble and 
fea-
tures a SI million
 waterfall. 
But when the 
Gorbacheys'  itine-
rary 
was released Monday. 
Koch 
and Trump were not 
on it, although 
they will meet Gorbachev
 at official 




Andrei  Grachev, a mem-
ber of the Ideology 
Department of 
the Communist Party 
Central Com-
mittee,
 was telling reporters
 that the 
Gorbachevs' 
stops would not be di-
vulged  "a 
Christmas  surprise," 
he said -- 

























ascend  to 
the 
observation  deck




















  all in 
the 





closed  for the
 convenience
 of the 
visitors  and the 








Soviet trade show 








 walk in 
Central 
Park
 and a look at 
the Metro-
politan's 
European  paintings 
gallery. 
Police also 




department  store, 
but 
they  claimed not
















shin-62M aircraft that arrived here 
resembles the one used by Soviet 
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev. 
Actually, it was the Kremlin's first 
ever press plane, dubbed by its occu-
pants, "Glasnost One." 
The Aeroflot charter 
touched 
down Monday at John F. Kennedy 
International Airport, 24 hours 
ahead of the Soviet leader's sched-
uled 
arrival.
 It will accompany Gor-
bachev throughout his trip this week 
to New York, Havana and London. 
The caviar was black. Russian and 
better than the fare usually found at 
30,000 feet, but the inaugural flight 
of Glasnost One, named after Gorba-
chev's policy of openness, had little 
else to recommend it. 
The trip began at 6:30 a.m. Mos-
cow time 
with dozens of journalists 
shivering in the zero -degree dark-
ness outside the Soviet Foreign Min-
istry press center as they waited for 
the first of two special buses to take 
them to the airport. 
It ended 20 hours later, at 6:30 




crews  milling about
 outside the 
United  Nations, 
abandoned  by their 
Soviet  escorts 














As might be 
expected  on a 
first 
flight, Glasnost
 One had 
none of the 
practiced 
perfection 
that  has given 
the 
press  corps that 
travels aboard 
the White House 
press plane the rep-




no pocket-size printed 
schedule 
with every move 
clocked  to the min-
ute, no "spin 













 which the 
White House
 always arranges 
for 
those traveling with it. 




press  corps, which 
quickly discerned
 it could not keep 
up 
with  Gorbachev by 
flying  com-
mercial  particularly since
 there is 
no direct service 
between
 the United 
States and Cuba 
 the flight offered 










 for Monday, 
the gang 




Representatives  of the 
official  So-
viet 
press got there in 
plenty of time, 
however, by taking



















plane  taxied 








 belly of the
 craft 
to









the trip into 
Manhattan.  
With  no 
schedule




any plans, no one 
realized until the 
buses crossed 
the East River 
and  
turned north








As the buses pulled
 up not far 
from the Soviet
 Mission to the 
United Nations,
 a tall thin Soviet es-
cort who never
 gave his name said 
he 
was going around the corner
 to 





















































in a few 
weeks,  who













































 will be 





















































possibly  in 
his meeting
 with 































































 that U.S. 
officials 
















































said  that 







































































































not  be 
appropriate,  














from Spartan  
Bookstore
 








 from Apple Computer, Inc. will be on campus and 
be available to talk to you 
about your computing
 needs, demonstrate Apple products and to answer any 
questions
 you 
might have. Here is a schedule of 
coming
 events. 
December 7, Wednesday 
11 am- I pm Spartan Bookstore 
Computer Dept. 
I:30-3pm  Mon talvo Room 
The Macintosh and Desktop Publishing
 
December
 13, Tuesday 
11 am- I pm Spartan
 Bookstore 
Computer  Dept. 
Macintosh.
 





















drawing,  drop off this
 coupon between 
December  5, 1988 and December 10, 1988 in the 
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department. Drawing 
will  be held 8 a.m. December 12, 1988. You need 
not  be 
present
 to win. 
Name:   
Address:    
City:
   
State:
   
Zip:   
Phone:  (   
Staff
 
Faculty   Full-time 
Student   
Other 
Do you oven a Macinioalt? Yes/No (drcle one) Are you planntna to purchase Mcintosh Yes/No
 













































































































"Keyboard,  Video 
Card,  Video Card 














 payment is 
$20.  No 
down  payment












only. Cash discount 









in the name ot the qualifted SJSU buyer, 








 A limit ol one system 





Apple  Computer, Inc. 






 4.0 CNC. knAl I 
ily  
Spartan
 Daily/  
Wednesday,





















































































































































































































that we hope 
to see from the cen-
ters is a 
much shorter 
time
 span  
between actual discovery and uti-
lization," said 
Erich  Bltx:h,  a di-
rector of the National Science 
Foundation,  which announced the 
grants Monday.
 "The fast trans-
fer of knowledge is critical to our 






were chosen from among 323 
proposals  nationwide. Research-
ers will seek the 90 percent of the 
matter in the universe that is not 
visible
 to 
astronomers,  work on 
developing
 the next 
generation  of 
components for sophisticated 











































 of the 3 
billion 




























 in New 


























































































































 the center's 
executive  
director,
 said Monday. 
"A conse-
quence 
of that is this
 tremendously
 
accelerated  rate 
of extinction
 that 











ber  products, 
food groups, 
or plants 


















 teem how 
to create & Ille
 
effecter.  U 
S patents 






























 plena with 
quality
 coverage 
at effordable prk.. Call Mark Fil-
(408)943-9190 





















 your tart. eyes
 
and






















..king  2155, 
no matte..
 
1.2 yr Mall 
male writ grey cat 









ACTIVISTS!!!!  Got paid to defeat cor-
porate Jobb'. 
and light -wing poi -
Hr.  
2-10PM, PE Call CAM-
PAIGN CALIFORNIA for more 
inform.. 9 an interview, 266-
6113_  
APPOINTMENT
 SETTING, pert erne. 
Flexible  hours, possible 
$2001.kly or more bred on sires 
performance 
Ex.lient  working 
conditions, good
 communketton 
?ellis  most. Call 290-0454 
ARE YOU LOOKING for  fun & excit-
ing lob?
 Start the Now Year
 on
 
right by toining PIZZERIA
 UNO in 
Cupertino 






 rash Moo 
Call 















shift  (26-40 hr work 
week) Require. 1.3 yre





01 erre ad in 
the .lences 
or computer prop 
Must 











 to 26 hr 
PT
 FT portions 
Northern California 
Rennie.,  175 
Son 
Antonio  Rd. Las Altos. Ca 








major  Bey Area ve-
nues, pert










ties tor young Writs
 a adoles-
cents
 with .ftsen & reefed disa-
bilities Full




56.201r Call 446-3953. 
CRUISE 
SHIP  JOBS!! Immediate 
openings!








































































 Santa Clara Merlon 
Hotel, 2700 Meslon 









' Ing wren moron,
 13-1 20.161. 
7 161PM, in Sunny... Exp & 
ref
 
req. sae 7267120.  
41111PLOYME54E opeonrwenee 
Appty et 
NAME C LLLLL DVSs. 
2631 
Marl..  A.. 
Itxcauare  
OPPORTUNITY! 




 sire $600 No quotas, 










 PAINTER WANTED, 
FULL & part tens portion. IN-
GEBRETSEN
 VICTORIAN PAINT-
ING Call 377-1797. 
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL 
ARS! Intern...I
 busi.s. 
e nd investors sen* foreign ne-
lionises with Met hand 
knowledge  
of .onornic, buten.... scientific. 
and politkal condition, In home 
country for consulting asses -
ten.. For Information sand re-
sume to BCS international, 700 St 
e ery's Place. Solt. 1400. San An. 
tont°, 
Texas  76205 or cell (800) 
628-2829, extension 856. 
IDEAL  HOURS. GUARANTEED
 
$6 hr. 
Make up to $11 hr 
plus BO-
RUSES. Sell benefit show tickets 
by
 phone 'Torn our San Jose of-









 SEASONAL & year 
round positions available now 




.6Efr5M'   
Call 
942-2470.  
MALE QUADRIPLEGIC NEEDS help 







000  18yr old. water ...Imre 
co seeks eggrealve repungrs.
 





 FOR STUDENTS We match 
students with available tInancial 
aid regardless of Qrs.. or family 
income Let our unique compute-
rized finding service provide you 
with custom  11s1
 of sources 
After you 1111 out  data form. our 
computer selects only those 
sources you are queened to re-
ceive. thus ensuring the beet poo 
* Ibis list Our .rvice Is low-cosi 
and guaranteed! 
Call
 or writ. 
Student
 Aid Service., 108 E. Fro 
mon! An.. 0176, Sunnyvale. Ca 
94067, (406)146-0109
 
PRESCHOOL TEACHER AIDE!. 1108-
BIT DAY CARE, 571 N 310 St PT 
flexible hour., Mon-Fre 6 Urals of 
ECE required. pays 56hr to play 
Call Meg it 286-0683 
RETAIL SALES-LADIES APPAREL 
Perm 
FT PT Hex hot Strong 
sales retail background pre/ 
Apply In 
prirreon AISY-PAVIL 
LION, 150 S lot. Si 0233, S.J 
SECURITY  OFFICERS AND PATROL 
DRIVERS Full end pert time posi-
tions. mil shirts No experience 
needed We 
train Apply Mon -Fri 






CASH?.. Cave Security is 
hiring 




available  7 days. wIr 
24 
hrs day Excellent
 pay and bene-
fits Paid ...ening. 
no exp nec-
..ry 
Apply  Mon-Fre 
BAM-5PM,  
1703 Wyett Dr Suite






 hr No 
experience 
neceesery, full & 
part 
time We are 
looking  for outgoing,
 




 in Silicon 
Valley  All 
shifts svall We offer
 'works, den-
tal Ins, weekly pay. non -traitor., 
blazer uniform 
portions. voca-
tion pay. cog crsdft 









San Tomas & °Moe) 
SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSON-
NEL needed
 Fere. hours to le 
with your school schedule.
 will 
train
 11 interested, Ws. call 







is now Meng tor wort. 
study 
poster.  Contact Student 
Union Director's













evening  shifts avallable 
Good  
solar & 
































WAITRESS  WANTED. part -lime. 11.1-
ble hours Good tips, snap pre-
ferred or well train Call Leroy at 
279-9920 OKAYAMA JAPANESE 
RESTAURANT 
WANTED 5 SALES
 REPS. to sell FU-
JITSU lax equip Good commis-
sion. flex Iva, will train Call Tim -
Ken Norton at 279-2050 
HOUSING 
APT. MGR. 
COUPLE eir meint exp for 
13 unit apt acroe, street from 
SJSU. Reduced rent or compen-
sation, call 996-0686 evenings. 
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE WANTED' 2 
W m, 21,03, big rooms. 
Need to 
share 1 bcran, 1 
bik Inn SJSU 
$200 ma Call 2794850. 
LARGE 2 BDRM 2 
lull 
bath Apt 1.5 











.11275-6463  Were message 
NEAR 
SJSU
 CAMPUS. one bedrm 
apartment avellable Newly reno-
vated, new paint, 
drapes, carpet. 
large enclosed backyard. 




REWARD $25. Couple w dog needs 1 
or 
h.s$
 duplex es yard by Jar 
let Rent to 2800, call 
Torn
-287-
1214 (home) Jenny 266-1214. 
)work.) 
ROOM 
FOR RENT In  new house. 




HILLS Approx 10 min trrn SJSU. 
Avell IMMEDIATELY 
to  quiet & 
resp Professor College rodent 
$395
  deo 
racier  util Call 432-
0200.eart  
37(days)274-5642
 eves  






















press  Pr. 
Apt.  Wshr 
dryer. 
5320 rno Ken 
260-1645  
ROOM 4 
RENT in 2 
bdrm
 duplex In 
Mt 
. V.. 
Male  pH.. 














Matt  Berry.. 






































 on Sunday 
evenings  at 
I 30 & 8.00 PM.
 Campus Christian 
Center.
 101h  & San 



















d.tlal by appointment only, 247. 








out the USA Esem
 problems w 
the 
prcA.sors own detailed 
solu-














& Roberts Bookstore 
LUTHERAN 
CAMPUS  WORSHIP 
every  




 10th & 
Son 
Carlo.  For mon information 






THE SOUTH BAY 
BULLETIN
 BOARD 
NOW THERE IS 
A fest and easy 
way  to meet queerly people for
 ro-




 are oleo available 
You may chorea to Wye your 
own 
meesege  or her six 
deferent  
messages  left by other. You 
don't here to 6o 11 alone SOT. 
llaa. 
&Wei
 Is waiting 
to meet 
you Hurry. Call today! On. tR 
only 22 
 any toil 
SERVICES 
BARE FT ALL! Stop shaving. 
waxing,  
tweezing or using chemical
 0.9411. 
lodes Let me 
permanently re 
rm. your unwanted
 heir (chin, 
bikini. tummy. mouateche.
 ofc I 
16% discount to 
student*  and fee-
utty Cell before December 31, 




Fre. Unwonted Hair Efteappeers 
With My 
Ca..' Owen Cheer.. 
11 9.
 683-3600. 1545 5 Bascom 
Ave . OC liair Today 
Gone To 
BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL 
MASSAGE.
 Using  vatiely of the-
rapeutic t.hniques to bring 
about  vitality and spirit 
Swell:
-
rag in chronic 
pain,  stress, and 
movement dysfunction Sliding 
fee scale for 
the handicapped 
Strictly n..xual Cell 
371-1433  
or 395-3550 
DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS. 
Tailoring for men. casual end for-
mal wear. pant hemming 55 10% 
discount to students and Isc-
trey 




SEARCH quality work. 
Reasons-









 only permanent 
method Ask about the special 
discount 
for FALL Compiles.-




Join WSFCU - Your student Credft 





Check Writing Cashing 
Ittrau  
lecturer  Hanover GSL'S Ve-
luare Member Irreg. 
Call
 
947-7273 or drop by our °M. at 
015 Sod
 Urn Salvador 
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by 
Desire. 
Michel.  formerly of KSJS 
You've got the party, we've
 got 
the 
music,  Michel Productions 
provides a wide variety of music 
Ion your v.ddeng party or dance 
at reasonable rates 
Cell  Desiree 
or 
Phil
 al 270-9960 or 922-7359 
PROFESSIONAL
 RESUMES crested 
by PROFESSIONALS 25 reran. 
. 10 cover letters  typeset-lomat-
ted-printed 230 Why 
pay A.S 
PRICES? Cell Stan it ELECTRO-
PUB. 2963793 
T-SHIRTS for fratemillec sororities, 
clubs burro..
 Custom screen 
printing on shirts. sweet.,
 nd 
lockets 
Quality  work at reasona-
ble rat. SJSU DISCOUNTS 
Contact
 Doug et (408) 262-7377,
 
Monday through Fed. 
3-9PM 
WRITING.
 RESEARCH SERVICES 
Academic thesis assistance 
Ohootweiting
 All subtracts Oual-
died writers Resumes 
Rearall-
Ing 




















 ' under 30" tours of Austrella & 
New Zealand Wratewster rafting.
 
selling, dive the 
greet barrier re. 
Travel  and party with the worlds 
friendliest




 Hawaii ore the way 
back No summer 
erre
 during our 
winter break so call AUSTRALIA -
NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER 
TOURS. (415) 
9462160  and ask 
about the Contiki specials Also 
arseable. Europe 
nest  sower, 











































 11-0. 0 re i...,c 
41  Pic 4.4440
 
elr Ca..ir.i-





















/5 5,,y 044' 













































































































































 s.,.. \ 
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badtaatal.  lle0/1111 
















180  for 3 
credits Call 924-5325 for Into
 
TWA
 OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS
 10% 
off ANYWHERE, any fare 
Call 
Andy, TWA






EDGEA8LE in typing that.
 tops 
Trost 
TONY,  296-2017  Thanks 
$1 50 per page double spaced 
Avellable wen days weekly ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING end 
Quick turnaround Al) and. guar- transcepten








-experienced.  Col. 
lege grads, so 
call
 us with pew% 
reports. theses (esp. Science), 








 & group 
projects welcome Student rates 
7 mln frm .mpos nr 5505 McKee 
(8ERRYESSA 





 time early 
PJ-923-2309 
AAA ACCURACY ALWAYS AS-
SURED Professional Word Pro-
cessing  Th.ls. paw., re-
sumes Desktop Publishing 
capabilities Serving Evergreen.
 
E nd South San Jose Minutes 
Iron 
SJSU
 Call Maureen (408) 
227-9419, gem to aprn 
AAHI When ovewhelmed by report. to 
be typed. RELAX
 AND LEAVE 
THE 
TYPING to rne Graduate end 
undergrad Rerun.,
 term pa-






day, eves, weekend. by 






 with computer 
Class to school Avail/rale night 
and day Rush 
tobs ere my speci-
ality 
Cali  Pam at (408)225-5025 or 
(408)225-9009 
 BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME. 
Protertalonal word-processing 
eervices with atockrat demount. 
available Offer fest turnaround. 
pickup & delivery. grernmer 
edit-
ing. laser printer and guarantee 
copy  Call Pamela at (405)9.46-
316210 reserve your erne now 
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS 
MET Two. 
papers,  thews 
resumes. letters 
No charge
 1/111101 editing Rates by 
page, hour




TYPING NEEDS(  THESES) Call 
Writ. Typo 723-1714,  
Son Jo. 8.410PM.
 Moo -Sal.. 




Papers, R.esrch Protects. end INFORMATION LIKE MAGIC Word 
Resumes Help
 with grammar processing, editing,
 nesearch. re-
punctuation. sentence structure 
some.,
 on-line searching. Orati-
on request
 (APA. Turabisn etc) graphics, quick 
reference
 Libre, 
Former English mat. with 16 yrs lan with MLS 
(408)7324102  
...len. Willow Glen 
are. 
;Mcrae Mr. Morton 
a1268-$449
 
or printing from your disk Both 
IBM 
& Mac II computers 
Special 
 tudent di.ount. Call Peiray's 
WORDWORKS 




These specialists Also term pa-
ws. manuscripts. screenplays.
 
resumes. repetitive WWI. tran-
scription Fres SPELCHEK, copy 




PROF TYPING 5 
WORD PRO-
CESSING Rees rates, fast turn-
around Close to 
campus Phone 




AND EDITING Have 
M A In Eng-
lish, 5 yrs 
texp
 end  hsonting ob-
eeselon wtth doing It right! FREE 
CAMPUS PICKUP & 
DELIVERY  
Students,  fecully. welters. busi-
ness prof' is Expd 
with  ESL wet. 






and typing sera.. On
-campus  
plckup del Letter 
goal
 Tern, pa-







 Perfect Paper- 
somes. letters. etc APA, MLA, To- 
woes.
 rnano.ripla,  form 
lettere 
Low Price. pick up 
end delly- 
rebian formats Ouse guar (25 
Experienced 






ere ) Call Ron
 (408)274-3684 
SPELIJNG 
CHECK,  disk storsge 
flAM-SPM  
(Wye message) Available 7 days 
Cell 9964821 
 week 
ANN'. WORD PROCESSING!!! 
Thews Rayons Letters No time
 
to type your popar? 
Call
 MARY 
ANN at ANN's. 2415490.Santa 
Clara 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
 
scadernic,buseneeelegal  word 
proceseing needs Term Dopers. 
reports. 
reeurnesietters.  group 
projects,rnenueletheses.  etc Let -
A  TYPING SERVICE 
Reaeonable ter q.11ty. All formats plus APA 
et. Free disk storage Free 
Free disk storage. SPELCHEK-
pick-up and delivery Cell 270- 
.punctuatIon.grernmer semis-
8936 
ten. All work 
guaranteed
 For 
CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced, 
professional ward 
...sing  
Law printer, cassette transcrip-
tion
 Theses, term 
papers,  group 
protects, neon.. etc All for -
that professlonatquIck & depend-






it 247-20111 (Santa 
Cl.'.)
 




 including APA All work 
GO
 WITH THE BEST! Take advantage
 
guaranteed
 Quick Mum Aftne- 
or our expert'. 
Top secnnerial 
denlirenham sees Phone 264- 
err. 




°rapt...  letters 
WORD PROCESSING




Former t.h editor 
with BA in 







 spell punc Ift-





PROCESSING.  Letter query. 
reports, thee.. etc Reasonable 
pricing, sccurate and fest
 turn-
around Call 
9AM  to OPM.  CAN-
DACE el 2114-439e  
WORD 
PROCESSING
 - letter quality 
preparation of term 
papers.  re-




pricing, .curete and lest 
turnaround  Call 
PAM.





 WE'RE NOT. 
Academic
 
DISCOUNT WITH THIS 
AD!  
This  year, reports,










 experienced in term papers, theses Editing. 
sonar. Excellent query Shelly 
Guerenteecl qulity eccur.y 




 proofing Rese 
(NURSING
 DEPT) 
for ALL YOUR 
work









three lines on one day 
One 
Day 




















































5-9 t ines 
$50 
00  
10-14  ines 
$70 00 
15 Plus Imes 
$90  On 
Phone 924-3277
 
circle a Classifier/We 









































each  hne 
















San Jose, California 95192 
Classified  






Two days prior to publication 
 
Consecutive 















 7, I988/Spartan Daily 
































and  a 
half
 
ago...  she 
said.  "It's
 made a 
big dif-
ference in the number of reported 
thefts  from the bookstore." 
Holmes said that the few thefts 




girl came in here in tears 
saying 
someone had taken her back-
pack." Holmes
 said. 
"She said the pack in the cut+) 
next 
to
 hers was similar,  hut 
not 
the 
same One. No sooner had she re-
ported it than someone came in %kith 
her backpack saying they took it by 
mistake.. ' 










 them to 
study  
for finals, and leave
 them laying 
around. 
"I've 
known them to be taken 
front the library 
benches, even the 
cafeteria:. she 
said. "People will 
put their books on a table, go get 
something  to eat, and when 
they 
come back the
 books are gone... 
The odds of 
recovering stolen 
hooks
 are not good. Holmes 
said. 
"Between the time the hook is 
stolen




it's too late," she 
said.  "We have 
caught 
people  on occasion, but 
it's 
not 
very  easy to 
identify  a stolen
 
book 
The hest way to increase one's 
chances
 of 
recovering  a stolen 
book
 
is for students to clearly mark it with 
a name or identification number. 
"For some reason,  students just 
don't seem to 







is a used 
hook.  
so it doesn't change the 
value during 
buy-back to put your name in it. 





to sell a 
hook back to us or 
to Robert's 
Bookstore if your 









page  / 
wearing 
a helmet at the time of the
 
accident his 
injuries would have 
been much less serious. 
Still, it appears that 
students  at 
SJSU would rather leave
 the deci 
sion of 
whether  to risk one's
 life up 
to the 
individual.  
Paul Labossiere, a 
senior  major 
ing in nutrition food
 science, claims 
that 
in some cases it 
may be safer not 
to 
wear a helmet. 
Labossiere,




 each day, 
feels that 
he is more 
conscious  of the potential 
hazards without
 a helmet. 
''By not 
wearing  (a helmet) you 
can hear and see 
more.-  he said 



















prevented  by 









LOS AN( AP)   
The 
number of AIDS cases among white 
gay men has leveled oft in Los An 
geles.  San Francisco and New 
York  
City,









'It  is 
possible
 that 
we may be see 
mg a plateau in cases in 
gay  men in 
these cities,- said 
Dr. Harold
 W 
Jaffe, chief ot the 
AIDS emdenuo 
logy
 branch at the 
federal
 Centers for 
Disease Control in Atlanta 
Since
 early last year, 
there has 








 white gay men in the 
three 
cities, according to an analysis of 
AIDS
 
















men  in 
those  cities 
which 
were hit first








dents tag their backpacks for easier 
identification,
 and also to make 
ii 












 being stolen is to not 
leave  
them unattended,''






leave a stack of 
hooks sitting
 in the cubbies. I 
'se the 




















are  ripping off hooks to 
make 
money."  
she  said. "But you 
do 
have
 those w ho 
will
 take advantage 
of the buy
-hack period to 














four and a 
halt
 years of continued 
ef-
fort,
 we don't want 
to
 see this 
die.  . We 






Ironically, support for 
higher edu-
cation could also 
hurt the satellite's 
chances, Drake 
said. The new Cali-
fornia
 State University 
campus
 
planned for San 
Marcos  in north San 
Diego 
County




"San Diego is 
a competitor to 
us." he said. 
Politicians, including State Sen-
ator Henry J. 
Mello,  D -Santa Cruz 
and Assemblyman
 Rusty Areias, 
D -
Los 
Banos,  have lobbied 
for 
the 
campus  extension, 
Drake
 said. But it 
also needs 
bipartisan  support. 
"What 








 he said. 
Kurt 





 will give 
a 
"preliminary 
indication"  about 
funding the 
satellite.  
"It has the 
support  of the local 




Commission."  said 
Evans,
 who 
isn't sure what the Governor will de-
cide. "It's difficult to say at this 
point." 
No one from Deukmejian's office 
could be reached for comment Tues-
day. 
If the satellite receives funding, it 
could accommodate students
 as early 
as spring of 1990, said Donna 
Ziel. Ziel, a liberal studies adviser at 
SJSU, is also part of the Chamber of 
Commerce committee. 
Since  1975, SJSU has offered lib-
eral 
studies




grams through Hartnell Junior Col-
lege, Castroville High School, Fort 
Ord and Cabrillo College. But the 
programs are "funded on a bootleg 
basis." said Lou Eastman, associate 
academic vice president at SJSU.
 
"We'd like to have a place that is 
ours," he said. "It's not a separate 
item in the (SJSU) budget." 
SJSU should provide students in 
the tri-county area with 
upper -divi-
sion and graduate courses, Ziel said. 
"The center would make more 
programs and degrees available." 
Ziel  said. "The President (Gail Ful-
lerton) has been 
very supportive." 











 as early 
as spring
 of 1990. 
ulty 




room, cafeteria and a "multi -pur-
pose" room, said Jean McCollister, 
executive director
 of the Salinas 
Chamber of Commerce. Two of the 
center's
 10 rooms would offer tele-
vised two-way 
communication  be-
tween students and instructors in San 
Jose.
 
A 1986 survey by 
Serena  Stan-
ford,  associate academic vice 
presi-
dent 
at SJSU, found that 40 percent 
of junior college
 students in the three 
counties want to take upper -division 
and graduate courses. McCollister 
said. Twenty-six
 percent of the gen-
eral 
















Only this time Morrison was out-
numbered. 
"They took advantage of me," 
Morrison said. "Until that point, I 
wasn't  hurt  
He 
was pushing and shoving  with 
one of the men when another alleg-
edly 
hit him on the 
left




went  down and
 two more 
punches  
were  thrown 














 the blow. 
"He 
















 two took 
off in the 
car, Carrie said. 
At that 
time,  the 7 -Eleven clerk 
called the 
UPD. 
When the university police
 ar-
rived, Morrison 
was  bleeding from 
the nose, but 
refused medical assis-
tance, 
Maloney  said. 
"He 
was  more in 




































 for that to 




 just looking 
for a fight." 
Jones 
declined 
comment  and 
Moss  could 









































































Drake  said 
commuting










































































 submitted it 





bog  down," said 
Eastman, who drafted
 the proposal. 
Originally, the 
Chamber  of Com-
merce had 
requested  a CSU campus 
in its area when the drive
 for higher 
education 
started in 1984. 
"They 
said
 'No, you belong in the 
San Jose State area,' " Drake said. 
"It (the tri-county area) doesn't have 
the population San Jose has." 
However, the CSU 
unanimously 
approved the satellite campus. 









We have examined the statement of financial condition of Spartan Shops, Inc. 
(a California not -for-profit corporation) as of June 30, 1988. Our 
examination 
was
 made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards 
and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records
 and such other 
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. 
In our opinion, the statement of financial condition referred to above 
presents fairly the financial position of Spartan Shops, Inc. as of June 30, 
1988, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent
 with that of the preceding year. 
August 10, 1988 
SPARTAN SHOPS, INC. 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 
THE 
CALIFORNIA  STATE UNIVERSITY AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION 
Statement of Financial Condition 









Accounts receivable $ 
435,427
 












Assets,  At 
Cost:  
Equipment, 

























































SHOPS,  INC. 
San 
Jose  State 
University 




Notes to Financial 
Statements 
June





















In order to ensure 
observance  of limitations and 
restrictions
 placed on the resource, 
available to Spartan Shops, 
Inc.,  the accounts are maintained in accordance 
with 
the principles of "fund 
accounting."
 By this procedure, resources for 
operational
 
activities are carried on in an "enterprise fund" titled Auxiliary
 Activity Fund. The 
Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve and the  funds
 .which reserve amounts for 
contingencies and repairs and replacements are combined and
 titled Designated 
Rind. 
Prior to fiscal year 1986, the Company maintained a Contingency/Mobile Reserve, 
Long Range Capital Asset Plan Reserve and the Vending Reserve, In February 1986, 
the Board or Directors approved the combination of these three reserves into the 
Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve. The Company is required to contribute an annual 
amount equal to 1.4% of net soles, to 
the extent that the Company's net income 
is available and the total reserve is less than $800,000 adjusted annually for inflation. 
The Company contributed $221,428 and $559,622 to the Emergency/Capital 
Outlay  
and the Building Fund Reserves in 1987 and 1988, 




 funds or distribute




 method of 







uncollectibles  has been provided. 
inventories 




lower  of cost (first -in, first -out) or market. 
Depreciation
 Methods 
All depreciation is computed
 by the straight-line method. The estimated lives used 
and balances of accumulated
 depreciation are as follows: 
Equipment, 
Furniture
 & Fixtures: Years 
Bookstore 
Student 
Union  Food Service 
Residence
 Hall Dining Commons 






























057 $I 039 793 
Total depreciation 
expense for the 
years  ended 
June 30, 1987 and 1988 was $167,7/7 and $185,921, respectively. 
Tax -Exempt Status 
The 
Company  is a 
non-profit  
organization
 and is 
exempt from 









Allocations  to the 
designated
 fund 
are  made at year end 





sales in order to 
reach  
defined


























provides  a 




























































































































































































































remains  in 
accounts
 












































































the  1987-88 























July  IS, 
1988, 
who 
was  also 
the 
trustee
 
of
 the 
Pension  
Plans 
referred
 
to 
above.  
ORIGINAL
 
DEFECTIVE
 
